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PARRY

Symphony No. 5
This is the final symphony of one of the most important cycles 
of pieces composed by a late 19th- and early 20th-century 
British composer at a time when the country was supposedly 
‘Das Land ohne Musik’ – ‘the country without music’. There is 
another series composed by an unjustly neglected Irish 
symphonist at the same time that we should also hear. Charles 
Villiers Stanford’s seven symphonies are pieces that exist within 
19th-century conventions rather than breaking out of the forms 
created by Mendelssohn, Schumann or Brahms. But there’s a 
reason for that. Stanford was in the business of founding a 
British musical establishment at the end of the 19th century, 
when he taught at the Royal College of Music, where his pupils 
included the visionary radicals Holst, Vaughan Williams and 
Coleridge-Taylor. All seven Stanford symphonies are worth your 
time but listen to the Fifth, ‘L’Allegro ed il Pensieroso’, and 
especially the Third, the ‘Irish’, for the best of what Stanford’s 
unabashedly convention-loving music could achieve.

VAUGHAN WILL IAMS

The Lark Ascending
Three works of later British music that also take flight: John 
Pickard’s tone-poem The Flight of Icarus is a blisteringly 
imaginative and energetic orchestral realisation of Icarus’s 
hubristic soaring to the sun; George Benjamin’s Flight for solo 
flute flutters into weightless, ethereal musical realms; while 
Jonathan Dove’s opera Flight turns the non-places of airports 
into the setting for one of the most compelling dramas in late 
20th-century British opera.

HOLST

Ode to Death
The only conventions that Holst had time for were those 
determined by his endlessly imaginative and sensitive creative 
spirit. Ode to Death is an utterly personal response to the Great 
War (‘Head and shoulders above the rest, Sir, was the War of 
14–18’, as the song by Georges Brassens and Flanders and 
Swann goes). A still more forceful desolation sears through his 
tone-poem Egdon Heath, while his First Choral Symphony (he 
never completed the Second) is among the most ambitious and 
least-known major works of early 20th-century British music. 
And, in a piece like his opera Sāvitri, Holst creates a cross-
cultural fusion before anyone had thought of the term, a result 
of his obsession with Sanskrit cultures. Holst is a unique, 
prophetic and still challenging compositional voice. 

VAUGHAN WILL IAMS

Pastoral Symphony
VW’s is a dark pastoral but other pastoral symphonies are both 
more literally bucolic and even more savagely ironic than this 
symphonic masterpiece. Australian composer Brett Dean’s 
Pastoral Symphony is a wake-up call to the disappearing pastorals 
wrought by climate change, while Beethoven’s incarnates a new 
type of symphonic discourse and a whole genre of nature-
painting in orchestral music. The original pastoral symphony, 
from Handel’s Messiah, is a piece in which the world catches its 
breath before the heaven-storming glories of the rest of the 
oratorio.
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